that the acquiescence of reason, as is shown *by Adam.
For trust this well, though it were that the Fiend
tempted Eve, that is to say, the flesh, and the flesh
delighted in the beauty of the forbidden fruit, cer-
tainly until reason, that is, Adam, consented to the
eating of the fruit, yet stood he in the state of inno-
cence. From that same Adam caught we all that
original sin; for we are all descended from him in the
flesh, engendered of vile and corrupt matter. And
when the soul is put into a body, immediately is
contracted original sin; and that which was at first
merely the penalty of concupiscence becomes after-
wards both penalty and sin. And therefore are we all
born the sons of wrath and of everlasting damnation,
were it not for the baptism we receive, which washes
away the culpability; but, forsooth, the penalty re-
mains within us, as temptation, and that penalty is
called concupiscence. When it is wrongly disposed or
established in man, it makes him desire, by the lust
of the flesh, fleshly sin; desire, by the sight of his eyes,
earthly things; and desire high place, what of the
pride of his heart.
Now, to speak of the first desire, that is, con-
cupiscence, according to the law for our sexual parts,
which were lawfully made and by rightful word of
God; I say, for as much as man is not obedient to
God, Who is his Lord, therefore is the flesh -dis-
obedient to Him, through concupiscence, which is
also called the nourishing of and the reason for sin,
Therefore all the while that a man has within him-
self the, penalty of concupiscence, it is impossible but
that he will be sometimes tempted and moved in his
flesh to do sin. And this shall not fail so long as he
lives; it may well grow feeble and remote by virtue
of baptism and by the grace of Godv through peni-
tence; but it shall never be fully quenched so that he
shall never be moved within himself, unless he be
cooled by sickness or my maleficence of sorcery or by
opiates. For behold what Saint Paul says: "The flesh
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